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Author's response to reviews: see over
The BMC Series Editorial Production Team

Dear Sir:

Thank you very much for your e-mail.

According to your comment, we have included the name of the group within the list of authors, by adding the name, the Japan Public Health Center–Based Prospective Study Group, to the `first name` box; and the bracketed abbreviation, (JPHC), to the `last name` box in the submission system, but an error has occurred. So we could not make it up.

As for the names of the members of the group in the title page, we have not changed it, because we would like to place the names of both the members and the group in the title page, like the paper of Fadnes, et al. in your journal (Fadnes, et al. BMC Public Health 2011, 11:404. http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2458/11/404).

We also have made one change, as described below.

1. Acknowledgments, Page 13
We have changed one of name of funding from “Management Expenses Grants from the Government to the National Cancer Center” to “National Cancer Center Research and Development Fund”.

We have updated our revised manuscript.

Sincerely,

Shizuka Sasazuki, M.D.
Epidemiology and Prevention Division
National Cancer Center
Tokyo, 104-0045
Japan.